
Pumpkin  Android  10  Ford
Series Car Stereos
Pumpkin is focused on Android 10 car stereos now. The Android
10 car stereos cover from single din to double din, universal
to brand-matched, 6 inches to 10 inches. Here, we are going to
talk  about  three  kinds  of  brand-matched  Android  10  car
stereos, which fit for the Ford car models. They are all fit
for Ford Mondeo, S-max, Focus and Galaxy.

These  three  kinds  of  Android  10  Ford  car  stereos  support
online/offline GPS navigation, phone mirroring, steering wheel
control, Bluetooth hands-free calling, RDS/RBDS radio. They
have also supported backup rear-view camera, OBDII scanner,
DAB+, Android Auto/ Apple CarPlay, but these functions need
the extra devices. ( All these extra devices can be found in
Pumpkin online store)
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Pumpkin AA0496S 7 Inch Double Din Radio Android 10 Car Stereo
for Ford Focus/Mondeo with GPS Navigation Upgraded Bluetooth
5.0 (Silver)
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Pumpkin AA0510B 7 Inch Double Din Android 10 Car Stereo for
Ford Focus/Mondeo with GPS Navigation, DVD player, Bluetooth
(Black

 

Android 10 Car Radio - Does
what  you  need  without  the
Brand Name
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I bought this Android 10 car stereo two weeks ago for my KIA
Sportage 2005, then I thought it was Worth every penny.

Spotify is great, Youtube is awesome and Google maps and Waze
are all great. Almost like having a tablet in your car. P.S.
yes, you need your phone’s hotspot or some sort of internet
connection to stream. you CAN download stuff to the unit like
Spotify,  youtube  videos,  etc.  so  you’ll  always  have  your
content or put them on an SD card.

Excellent once I figured out I needed to set the country
before the timezones. I added an SSD drive to hold a ton of
media  files  and  also  a  rearview  camera.  It  switches
automatically to the camera and back without missing a beat.
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Also, LOVE that plex works on this.


